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ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION

TOP 200

S.No. Group of words One-word Hindi Meaning

1. Man who drew maps Cartographer(8) (Noun) ekufp=k&dkj

2. One who does not express oneself freely Introvert(7) (Noun) vareqZ[kh@de cksyus okyk@'kehZyk

3. The arrangement of events or dates in the Chronology(7) (Noun) dkykuqØe
order of their occurrence

4. One who does a thing for pleasure and not Amateur(6) (Noun) 'kkSd ds fy, dke djus okyk ('kkSdhu

as a profession O;fDr)

5. A large bird's cage Aviary(6) (Noun) fpfM+;k¡[kkuk@fpfM+;k dk fiatM+k

6. A person who is indifferent to pain and Stoic(6) (Noun) cSjkxh] ftldks lq[k&nq[k% ls iQoZQ u

pleasures of life iMs+

7. A remedy for all ills Panacea(6) (Noun) jkeck.k vkS"kf/

8. One who loves mankind Philanthropist(6) tufgrS"kh@ijksidkjh
(Noun)

9. Animals living in flocks/One who loves the Gregarious(6) (Adj.) feyulkj@>qaM esa jgus okyk

company of others

10. A sentimental longing for a period in the past Nostalgia(6) (Noun) iqjkuh ;knsa

11. One who goes on foot Pedestrian(5) (Noun) iSny pyus okyk

12. One who adapts oneself readily to various Versatile(5) (Adj.) vusd xq.kksa okyk
situations

13. A place for ammunition and weapons Arsenal(5) (Noun) 'kL=kkxkj

14. Series of stars Constellation(5) rkjke.My
(Noun)

15. Something that is modern or existing in the Contemporary(5) ledkyhu
prevailing times (Noun)

16. One who is easily deceived Gullible(5) (Adj.) Hkksyk Hkkyk] ftls vklkuh ls mYyw cuk;k
tk lds

17. Pretending to be what one is not Hypocrite(5) (Noun) ik[kaMh

18. A sound that cannot be heard Inaudible(5) (Adj.) tks lqukbZ u ns

19. Book giving information about everything Encyclopedia(4) fo'odks'k (gj fo"k; ij tkudkjh

(Noun) nsus okyh iqLrd)

20. A game that results neither in victory Draw(4) (Noun) ftldk dksbZ fu.kZ; u fudys
nor in defeat

21. A child born after the death of his father/ Posthumous(4) (Adj.) ej.kksijakr
Occurring after the death of the said person.

22. *One having excessive interest or admiration Narcissist(4) (Noun) vkReeqXèk O;fDr
for oneself

23. A person who can use both his/her hands Ambidextrous(4) (Adj.) nksuksa gkFk ,d lkFk iz;ksx djus esa

easily l{ke
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24. Study of statistics of population Demography(4) (Noun) tula[;k dk vè;;u

25. One who is the in-charge of a museum/Pitch Curator(4) (Noun) Museum ;k Pitch dk ns[kjs[k

djus okyk

26. That cannot be avoided in any circumstance Inevitable(4) (Adj.) vVy@vfuok;Z
/Certain to happen

27. Man supervising the exam Invigilator(4) (Noun) ujh{kd

28. A place where coins and medals are made Mint(4) (Noun) Vdlky

29. A soldier who fights for the sake of money/ Mercenary(4) (Noun) HkkM+s dk lSuhd
Someone working or acting merely for money

or other rewards

30. The lack of government control or rule of law Anarchy(4) (Noun) vjktdrk

31. A person who does not believe in God Atheist(4) (Noun) ukfLrd

32. A close-fitting cover for the blade of a knife Sheath(4) (Noun) E;ku (Also-scabbard)

or sword

33. A person who collects or studies stamps Philatelist(4) (Noun) Mkd ds fVdV dk laxzgd

34. A person incapable of making mistakes Infallible(4) (Adj,) vpwd

35. The life history of a person written by himself Autobiography(4) vkRedFkk
(Noun)

36. A person who sells and arranges cut flowers Florist(4) (Noun) iwQyokyk

37. A large bundle bound for storage or transport Bale(4) (Noun) xBjh] iksVyh

38. One who dislikes art and culture Philistine(4) (Noun/Adj.) dyk ls izse u djus okyk

39. Something that is no longer in use Obsolete(4) (Adj.) vizpfyr

40. A group of people, especially traders or Caraven(4) (Noun) dkfi+Qyk
pilgrims, travelling together across a desert

41. Scientific study of sound Acoustics(4) (Noun) èouh'kkL=k

42. Act of giving up the throne Abdication(4) (Noun) flagklu dk R;kx

43. Words written on a tombstone in the memory Epitaph(4) (Noun) lekfèk&ys[k
of the person who has died

44. A glass container to keep fish Aquarium(4) (Noun) eNyh?kj] tytho'kkyk

45. Study of heavenly bodies Astronomy(3) (Noun) [kxksy&foKku

46. *One who looks at the dark side of life Pessimist(3) (Noun) fujk'kkoknh

47. One who has a keen interest Gourmet(3) (Noun) Hkkstu izseh
in food and drinks

48. A doctor specialising in the diagnosis and Dermatologist(3) peZjksx fo'ks"kK
treatment of skin disorders (Noun)

49. A government by the affluent Plutocracy(3) (Noun) /uh yksxksa }kjk 'kklu

50. The science and art of growing vegetables, Horticulture(3) (Noun) ckxokuh
fruits and flowers

51. A person who is skilled at producing Calligrapher(3) (Noun) lqys[kd vPNk fy[kus okyk

beautiful handwriting

52. The inhabitants living from earliest times in Aborigines(3) (Noun) ewyfuoklh
a country

53. A person having significant experience in an Veteran(3) (Noun) vuqHkoh
occupation
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54. A huge building with a spacious area to house Hangar(3) (Noun) foeku'kkyk
aircrafts/A place where aircraft are kept

55. One who runs away from justice or a Fugitive(3) (Noun/Adj.) HkxksM+k
dangerous situation

56. A person who criticises traditional beliefs and Iconoclast(3) (Noun) ewfrZiwtk dk fojks/ djus okyk
customs

57. Extreme physical or mental sufferings Agony(3) (Noun) rhoz ihM+k
58. Something of little value or importance Trivial(3) (Adj.) ux.;@ekewyh
59. A strong and fast moving stream of water Torrent(3) (Noun) ty dk rst izokg
60. One who believes in his fate Fatalist(3) (Noun) HkkX;oknh
61. A happy development or happening of events Serendipity(3) (Noun) la;ksx ls gqvk ykHk

by chance

62. A large group of people Horde(3) (Noun) fxjksg
63. The main character in a story or play Protagonist(3) (Noun) uk;d
64. Safe to drink Potable(3) (Adj.) ihus ;ksX;
65. One who does not tire easily Indefatigable(3) (Adj.) vFkd] ifjJeh
66. A person exhibiting excessive worry about Cannibal(3) (Noun) ujHk{kd

imaginary symptoms and diseases one's

health/A patient with

67. A person who eats the flesh of other human Cannibal(3) (Noun) ujHk{kd
beings

68. An imaginary name assumed by an author Pseudonym(3) (Noun) miuke
69. Government by king or queen Monarchy(3) (Noun) jktra=k
70. A place where bees are kept Apiary(3) (Noun) tgk¡ ij eèkqefD[k;ksa dks ikyk tkrk gS
71. In exactly the same words as were used Verbatim(3) (Adj./Adv.) gwcgw@,d tSlk

originally

72. Fear of water Hydrophobia(3) (Noun) ty ls Mj yxuk
73. Murder of the king Regicide(2) (Noun) jkt&gR;k
74. Items in a hidden space Cache(2) (Noun) fNik gqvk LFkku
75. A storage room in a public building Cloakroom(2) (Noun) lkoZtfud Hkou esa HkaMkj.k d{k
76. Eternal; lasting forever or indefinitely Perpetual(2) (Adj.) vfuf'pr dky rd pyus okyk
77. One who offers one’s services without being Volunteer(2) (Noun) Lo;alsod

forced

78. One who does not know reading or writing Illiterate(2) (Noun) vui<
79. A lover of oneself, of one’s advancement Egoist(2) (Noun) vagdkjh
80. A religions war/A dynamic campaign for Crusade(2) (Noun) /eZ;q¼

political, social or religious change

81. Belonging to the same kind Homogeneous(2) (Adj.) ,d leku
82. A speech made without preparation Extempore(2) (Adj.) fcuk rS;kjh ds fn;k x;k Hkk"k.k
83. Exaggerated claims, not meant to be taken Hyperbole(2) (Noun) vfr'k;ksfDr

seriously

84. Annual calendar that contains important Almanac(2) (Noun) iapkax@dky&n'kZd
dates and time

85. A thing that motivates or encourages someone Incentive(2) (Noun) izksRlkgu
to do something
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86. A doctor who specialises in the diseases of Neurologist(2) (Noun) raf=kdk foKkuh@Luk;q foKkuh
nerves, brain and spinal cord

87. Ordinary and dull/Lacking interest or Mundane(2) (Adj.) lk/kj.k@vfuPNqd
excitement

88. A person who believes that there is a God Theist(2) (Noun) vkfLrd

89. Party emblem of royalty Regalia(2) (Noun) jktfpUg

90. Community that is smaller than a village/ Hamlet(2) (Noun) mixzke@xkao esa ?kjksa dk

group of houses in a village NksVk lk lewg

91. The killing of a group of people in a deliberate Genocide(2) (Noun) tulagkj
manner

92. The date when both, day and night are of Equinox(2) (Noun) lEikr (21 ekpZ] 23 flrEcj)
approximately equal length fo"kqo

93. The act of killing one’s mother Matricide(2) (Noun) ekr`&gR;k
94. An eccentric manner of living Bohemian(2) (Noun) thus dh ,d vijaijkxr 'kSyh
95. The property left to someone by a will Legacy(2) (Noun) fojkLkr
96. A perfectionist/Very careful and precise Meticulous(2) (Adj.) dq'ky@vfr lko/ku
97. Allowance given to a wife from her husband Alimony(2) (Noun) rykd ds ckn iRuh dks feyuk oky

on separation iSlk
98. Words that begin with the same letter, syllable Alliteration(2) (Noun) ,d gh 'kCn dh iqujkof̀¼

or sound

99. One who can speak two languages Bilingual(2) (Noun/Adj.) f}Hkk"kh
100. The scientific study of plants and their Botany(2) (Noun) ouLifr&foKku

structure

101. A list or collection of books or informative Catalogue(2) (Noun) iqfLrdk&lwph
graphics

102. Piece of enclosed land planted with fruit trees Orchard(2) (Noun) iQyksm|ku
103. A person who is unsure about God's existence Agnostic(2) (Adj.) ftls irk u gks fd Hkxoku gS fd ugh
104. Incapable of paying debts. Insolvent(2) (Adj.) dtZ pqdkus esa vleFkZ
105. One who walks in sleep Somnambulist(2) uhan esa pyus okyk

(Noun)

106. Well known for bad qualities/A person of evil Notorious(2) (Adj.) dq[;kr
reputation

107. Killing one self Suicide(2) (Noun) vkRegR;

108. The quality of being honest and having strong Integrity(2) (Noun) bZekunkjh] le>nkjh
moral principles

109. The scientific study of worms and insects Entomology(2) (Noun) dhVfoKku

110. A group of worshippers Congregation(2) (Adj.) /kfeZd lHkk@laxfr
111. A letter, poem etc. whose author is unknown Anonymous(2) (Adj.) vKkr

112. A person who regards the whole world as his Cosmopolitan(2) (Noun) fo'oizseh@fo'ooknh
country/An outlook that is influenced by

people from all over the world.

113. A person employed to drive a private or hired car Chauffeur(2)  (Noun) Mªkboj

114. A person preoccupied with an unrealistically Quixotic(2) (Adj.) vR;f/d vkn'kZoknh
optimistic approach to life

115. Person or animal living on another. Parasite(2) (Adj.) ijthoh
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116. A doctor who specializes in heart diseases Cardiologist(2) (Noun) ân; jksx fo'ks"kK

117. One who is all powerful Omnipotent(2) (Adj.) loZ'kfDreku

118. A thing or substance that is liable to catch fire Inflammable(2) (Adj.) Toyu'khy
easily

119. One who dies for a noble cause/One who Martyr(2) (Noun) 'kghn
embraces voluntary death for the sake of

one’s country

120. A place where government records are kept Archives(2) (Noun) laxzgky;

121. A box or cage for rabbits or small animals Hutch(2) (Noun) fiatjk

122. Animals that live in water Aquatic(2) (Adj.) tyh; tUr

123. That which can be easily broken Fragile(2) (Adj,) VwVus iwQVus okyk

124. One who is unable to pay his debts Bankrupt(2) (Noun/Adj.) fnokfy;k

125. A person who looks at the bright side of things Optimist(2) (Noun) vk'kkoknh

126. The study of human mind and behaviour Psychology(2) (Noun) euksfoKku

127. An afternoon performance in a theatre or Matinee(2) (Noun) nksigj dk flusek dk;ZØe
cinema

128. To find ways and directions/Guide Navigate(2) (Verb) fn'kk funsZ'k djuk@tgkt pykuk
the course of a ship, especially by using

instruments or maps

129. An abbreviation formed from the initial letters Acronym(2) (Noun) igys v{kjksa ls cuus okys 'kCn

130. A building where grain is kept or stored. Granary(2) (Noun) igys v{kjksa ls cuus okys 'kCn

131. A state of perfect balance Equilibrium(2) (Noun) larqyu

132. Capable of bending easily without breaking Flexible(2) (Adj.) yphyk

133. A person who studies the Earth and the Geologist(2) (Noun) HkwxHkZ&'kkL=kh
materials of which it is made

134. A group of cattle of sheep Herd(2) (Noun) xk;ksa ;k HksM+ksa dk lewg

135. Study of the earth and its structure and Geology(2) (Noun) Hkw&foKku] Hkw&xHkZ 'kkL=k

136. An animal that can live in water as well as on Amphibian(2) (Noun) mHk;pj izk.kh
land

137. A doctor who specialises in X-rays and other Radiologist(2) (Noun) fofdj.k fpfdRld
kind of radiations

138. An image of god used for worship Idol(2) (Noun) ewfrZ] izfrek

139. A person, animal or plant belonging originally Native(2) (Adj./Noun) ewy&fuoklh
to a place

140. The belief that people cannot change or avoid Fatalism(2) (Noun) HkkX;okn
what happens

141. Unable to speak distinctly or express oneself Inarticulate(2) (Adj.) /hjs ls cksyuk
clearly

142. One who frequently wastes one's money on Extravagant(2) (Adj.) fiQtqy[kphZ djus okyk
luxurious objects such as cars and digital

devices

143. A remedy to counteract the effects of poison Antidote(2) (Noun) fouk'kd] izfrdkjd

144. A person who leaves his/her own country to Emigrant(2) (Noun) izoklh
live in another

145. Lasting for a very short period of time Ephemeral(2) (Adj.) vYidkyhu@de le; pyus okyk
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146. A news article that reports the recent death Obituary(2) (Noun) 'kksd lekpkj
of a person

147. To walk aimlessly/Walk or move at a slow, Amble(2) (Verb) ean xfr ls pyukA
relaxed pace

148. A fictional being from another world/A person Alien(2) (Adj./Noun) fons'kh] vtuch
belonging to a foreign country.

149. Showing great attention to detail and correct Punctilious(2) (Adj.) NksVh&NksVh ckrksa ij è;ku nsusokyk
behaviour/Careful in performing duties

150. Drawings or writing on a wall in a public place Graffiti(2) (Noun) lkoZtfud LFkku ij fp=k cukuk

151. Policy of racial discrimination Apartheid(2) (Noun) jaxHksn

152. An entertainer who performs difficult physical Acrobat(2) (Noun) dykckt
feats

153. Strong dislike between two persons Antipathy(2) (Noun) ukilan djuk@?k`.kk

154. Something which is considered to be very Cardinal(2) (Adj.) vfregÙoiw.kZ
important

155. Substance used for killing troublesome small Pesticide(2) (Noun) dhVuk'kd
animals like insects, mice etc./Killing of pests

156. *A period of thousand years Millennium(2) (Noun) gtkj lky dh vofèk

157. A person who is trained for travelling into space Astronaut(2) (Noun) varfj{k ;k=kh

158. One who does not take any alcoholic drink Teetotaller(2) (Noun) tks u'kk u djrk gks

159. A person appointed by two parties to solve a Arbitrator(2) (Noun) eè;LFk
dispute

160. A family of young animals/Birds Brood(2) (Noun) ;qok tkuokjksa dk ifjokj

161. Someone who studies elections and voting Psephologist(2) (Noun) pquko fo'ys"kd
statistics

162. The act of looking back on past times. Retrospection(2) (Noun) vrhr esa >kaduk

163. A person authorised to examine and verify Auditor(2) (Noun) ys[kk ijh{kd
accounts

164. One who plans the steps and moves in a dance Choreographer(2) u`R;jpuk&dkj
(Noun)

165. A period of two weeks Fortnight(2) (Noun) nks lIrkg dh vof/
166. Something which cannot be taken by force Impregnable(2) (Adj.) vts;] v[kaMuh;
167. One who cannot be reformed or changed Incorrigible(2) (Adj.) ftldk lqèkkj u gks ld
168. A statement open to more than one Ambiguous(2) (Adj.) vLi"V

interpretation

169. A speech made to oneself Soliloquy(2) (Noun) vius vki ls ckr] LoHkk"k.k
170. People who work together at the same place Colleagues(2) (Noun) lgdeh
171. One who rides horses in races Jockey(2) (Noun) ?kqM+nkSM+ dk lokj
172. Introductory section of a literary work Prologue(2) (Noun) izLrkouk
173. An institution for the care of people who are Asylum(2) (Noun) ikxy[kkuk

mentally ill

174. A person with the same name as another Namesake(2) (Noun) ,d gh uke ds vkneh
175. Holding an office without receiving a pay Honorary(2) (Adj) voSrfud
176. A nature reserve for birds or animals Sanctuary(2) (Noun) i'kqfogkj@vH;kj.k
177. Government run by a small group of people Oligarchy(2) (Noun) vYira=k
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178. The date on which an event took place in a Anniversary(2) (Noun) lkyfxjg
previous year

179. Two lengths of rope, wood or metal with cross Ladder(2) (Noun) lh<+h
pieces used for climbing up and down walls

180. A person who eats human flesh Carnivore(2) (Noun) ekuoHk{kh

181. Painless death given to patients to relieve Euthanasia(2) (Noun) bPNk e`R;q
suffering

182. A person very reserved in speech./Not Reticent(2) (Noun) de cksyus okyk
revealing one’s thoughts or feelings readily

183. A geometrical figure with eight sides Octagon(2) (Noun) v"VHkqt

184. Animals living in flocks/One who feeds on Herbivorous(2) (Adj.) >q.M esa jgus okys 'kkdkgkjh tkuoj
plants only

185. That which cannot be seen through Opaque(2) (Adj.) vikjn'kh

186. An underground hole dug by a small animal Burrow(2) (Noun) ek¡n] fcy@[kjxks'k ds jgus

as a dwelling/A rabbit’s dwelling dk LFkku

187. A large number of fish swimming together Shoal(2) (Noun) eNfy;ksa dk leqnk;

188. Extreme fear of confined places Claustrophobia(2) (Noun) can txg esa ?kqVu eglwl djuk

189. A dome-shaped shelter built from blocks of Igloo(2) (Noun) ciQZ dk ?kj
solid snow used by Eskimos

190. One who studies human societies and their Anthropologist(2) (Noun) ekuo tkfr dk vè;;u

culture/evolution of mankind djus okyk

191. Group of singers Choir(2) (Noun) xk;dksa dk lewg] xk;d&eaMyh

192. The state of growing to maturity/The stage of Adolescence(2) (Noun) fd'kksjkoLFkk
growth between boyhood and youth

193. A person who is recovering from an illness Convalescent(2) (Noun) chekjh ls Bhd gksus okyk O;fDr

194. A critical judge of any art and craft Connoisseur(2) (Noun) fo'ks"kK] ikj[kh

195. Something which cannot be understood. CIncomprehensible(2) tks le>k u tk ld
(Adj.)

196. An instrument used for measuring Barometer(2) (Noun) ok;qnkcekih ;a=k
atmospheric pressure

197. One who makes and sells sweets and pastries Confectioner(2) (Noun) feBkbZ cukus okyk] gyokbZ

198. A place for the collection of dried plants Herbarium(2) (Noun) lw[ks iwQy ifÙk;ksa dk laxzg

199. One who makes and sells sweets and pastries Confectioner(2) (Noun) feBkbZ cukus okyk] gyokbZ

200. A place for the collection of dried plants Herbarium(2) (Noun) lw[ks iwQy ifÙk;ksa dk laxzg
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TOP 200
Idioms & Phrases

S.No. Idioms English Meaning Hindi Meaning

1. An arm and a leg(7) Was very expensive cgqr eg¡xk

2. Through thick and thin(7) In good and bad times vPNs vkSj cqjs le; esa

3. To spill the beans(7) To give away a secret dksbZ Hksn crk nsuk

4. Piece of cake(7) Something which is very simple cgqr vklku dke

5. To read between the lines(6) To understand something that is not Nwih gqbZ ckr dks le>uk
said outright

6. To Hit the nail on the head(6) To do something exactly right lgh oÙkQ ij lgh dke djuk

7. Once in a blue moon(6) Rarely nqyZHk gksuk@ dHkh dHkkj gksuk

8. The gift of the gab(5) The ability to speak easily and confidently vPNk cksyus dk gquj

9. (To be) under the weather(5) To feel sick chekj gksuk

10. *To hit the sack/hay(5) To go to sleep lksus tkuk

11. A chip off the old block(5) A person who is similar to one’s parents vius ekrk firk ds leku fn•us
in behaviour or looks okyk

12. At a stone’s throw(5) At a close distance cgqr utnhd

13. To smell a rat(5) To have reason to suspect nky es dkyk utj vkuk

14. *To let the cat out of the bag(5) To reveal a secret jgL; •ksy nsuk

15. A bolt from the blue(5) An unexpected event dqN ,slk tks vpkud gks

16. A fish out of water(5) A person out of accustomed environment dksbZ O;fÙkQ tks vlgt fLrfFk esa
gks

17. To get into hot water(5) To get into trouble eqlhcr es iQaluk

18. *Playing the devil's advocate(5) One who argues againjust for the sake fcuk fdlh otg ds cgl djuk

of arguing

19. The lion's share(5) The largest portion lcls cM+k Hkkx

20. A snake in the grass(5) Hidden enemy /ks[ksckt O;fDr@fe=k

21. To get out of hand(5) To become difficult to control fdlh fLFkfr dk fu;a=k.k ls ckgj
gks tkuk

22. On cloud nine(5) Very happy cgqr [kq'k

23. A dark horse(4) An unexpected winner ,d vçR;kf'kr fotsrk

24. To miss the boat(4) To miss an opportunity volj •ksuk

25. Full of beans(4) Lively/full of energy tks'k ls Hkjk gqvk

26. The last straw(4) The final problem in a series of problems leL;kvksa esa vafre leL;k tks
that makes the situation Intolerable fLFkfr dks vlguh; cukrh gS

27. To leave no stone unturned(4) To make all possible efforts gj laHko ç;kl djuk
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28. *To bury the hatchet(4) To forget past quarrels iqjkuh 'k=kqrk dks Hkwyk nsuk

29. To be all ears(4) To listen attentively è;ku ls lquuk

30. *At the drop of a dime/hat(4) Without hesitation, Immediately fcuk nsjh ds

31. To give someone the cold(4) To ignore someone fdlh dks vusn[kk djuk

shoulder/cold-shoulder someone

32. To pull someone’s leg(4) To joke with someone fdlh dk etkd cukuk

33. To bite off more than you can Take on a project that you cannot finish {kerk ls T;knk dke ysuk
chew(4)

34. An apple of one’s eye(4) A person of that someone loves very much vk¡[k dk rkjk

35. *To bite the bullet(4) To decide to do something difficult or fdlh dke dks djus ds fy, Bku
unpleasant that one has been putting ysuk
off or hesitating over

36. By leaps and bounds(4) Swiftly rsth ls

37. To sit on the fence(4) To be not able to take decision dksbZ iQSlyk ysus esa vleFkZ

38. To have cold feet(4) To become nervous or frightened ?kcjkuk] Mj tkuk

39. A fair-weather friend(4) A selfish friend LokFkhZ fe=k

40. Donkey’s years(4) A very long time yack le;

41. To go/run around in circles(4) To be very active but with no results cgqr iz;kl djuk ysfdu ifj.kke
u feyuk

42. To do sth by the skin of one’s To only just manage to do sth eqf'dy ls dqN dj ikuk
teeth(4)

43. To beat around the bush(4) To avoid the main point by talking in eq[; eqís ls gVdj b/j m/j dh
roundabout way ckr djuk

44. *To jump on the bandwagon(4) Follow a trend fdlh izpyu dks fcuk lksps le>s
viuk ysuk

45. Blessing in disguise(4) Bad thing that turns out to be good vPNh ckr tks igys cqjh yxrh gSA

46. In black and white(4) In writing fyf[kr :i esa

47. Caught red-handed(3) Caught at the moment doing of g oqQN voSèk dke djrs gq, jaxs gkFk
something wron idM+s tkuk

48. Water under the bridge(3) Something from the past that isn’t chrh gqbZ ckr ftldk dksbZ ek;us u
significant or  important anymore gks

49. Sea change(3) Major transformation iw.kZ ifjorZu

50. To blaze a trail(3) To be the first to do something new and dqN u;k 'kq: djuk
important

51. To strike while the iron is hot(3) To act promptly lgh le; ij lgh dke djuk

52. *(To hit) below the belt(3) Unfairly and cruelly Øwj vkSj vuqfpr rjhds ls

53. *(To take sth with) a grain Doubt the truth or value of something fdlh pht ij lansg ds lkFk

of salt(3) fo'okl djuk

54. A wet blanket(3) Someone who ruins other people's fun etk fdjfdjk djus okyk

55. To pay lip service(3) To publicly support or approve of sth •qyk leFkZu nsuk

56. To face the music(3) To accept unpleasant consequences cqjk ifj.kke Lohdkj dj ysuk
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57. To eat humble pie(3) To apologise humbly fouezrk ls ekiQh ekaxuk

58. To hold water(3) To appear to be valid or reasonable fo'okl ;ksX; gksuk

59. Ins and outs(3) Detailed description iw.kZ fooj.k

60. *To break a leg(3) Good luck 'kqHkdkeuk,a nsuk

61. At the eleventh hour(3) At the last moment vafre le; ij

62. To add insult to injury(3) To make a bad situation worse cn ls cnrj cukuk

63. To hang in there(3) Don't give up gkj u ekuuk

64. A fool's paradise(3) A state of imaginary happiness gokbZ egy] [;kyh iqyko

65. To eat like a horse(3) To eat too much cgqr vf/d •kuk

66. The best of both worlds(3) An advantageous situation from two ,d lkFk nks txg ls ykHk gksuk
different things at a time

67. A child's play(3) An easy task vklku dke

68. To go the extra mile(3) To go above and beyond whatever is dqN djus ds fy, gj laHko
required for  the task at hand ç;kl djuk

69. To cry over spilt milk(3) To feel sorry over a mistake that can't O;FkZ iNrkuk
be changed

70. To be on thin ice(3) To be in a risky situation ladV gksuk

71. In high spirits(3) Cheerful vkuan ,oa tks'k ls Hkjiwj7

72. To hold one’s horses(3) To tell someone to stop and consider fdlh dks #dus ;k izrh{kk djus
carefully ds fy, dguk

73. (To have) an axe to grind(3) (To have) a personal reason for being LokFkZiw.kZ dkj.k gksuk
involved in something

74. (To pull) yourself together(3) To calm down 'kkar gksuk

75. A change of heart(3) Changed opinion about someone or fdlh ds ckjs esa cnyh gqbZ jk;
something

76. To rain cats and dogs(3) To rain very heavily cgqr rst ckfj'k gksuk

77. Come rain or shine(3) Whatever happens/Under any fdlh Hkh ifjfLFkfr esa
circumstances

78. Out of the blue(3) Completely unexpected iwjh rjg ls vizR;kf'kr

79. All Greek to me(3) Incomprehensible le> ls ijs

80. To draw a blank(3) To get no results dksbZ ifj.kke izkIr uk djuk

81. A dime a dozen(3) Common and easily available vk;lkuh ls fey tkus okyk

82. To make a bee line(3) To stand in a queue drkj esa [kM+s gksuk

83. In the same boat(3) To be in the same difficult situation as fdlh vkSj ds leku dfBu
someone else ifjfLFkfr esa gksuk

84. A bed of roses(3) Pleasant condition of life thou dh lq[kn

85. Up in arms(3) In rebellion fonzksg esa

86. To jump the gun(3) To start something too soon or act le; ls igys dksbZ dke tYnckth
hastily ls djuk

87. A square deal(3) A honest and fair transaction or trade [kjk 'kkSnk
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88. *A needle in a haystack(3) Something impossible to find dqN ,slk tks [kkstus esa vlaHko yxs

89. Over one’s head(3) Beyond one’s capability to understand tks le> ls ijs gks
something

90. Hats off to someone(3)/hat tip Congratulations to/praise for someone 'kqHkdkeuk,a] iz'kalk

91. Fly off the handle(2) To lose one's temper suddenly and vpkud ls viuk vkik  [kksuk
unexpectedly

92. A flash in the pan(2) Something that is successful for short {kf.kd liQyrk
time

93. A slap on the wrist(2) A mild punishment psrkouh

94. To play with fire(2) To take a foolish risk csotg tksf•e ysuk

95. To take your eye off the ball(2) To stop paying attention for a moment dqN le; ds fy, utjankt djuk

96. To burn one’s finger(2) To suffer a loss by acting rashly uqdlku gksuk

97. A shot/of slab in the dark(2) A guess vkuqeku] vanktk

98. To keep an eye on(2) To watch over closely/attentively è;ku ls ns•uk@utj j•uk

99. Green light(2) To permit something to proceed fdlh dke ds fy, vkxs

To give green light/go-ahead c<+us ds fy, LohÑfr nsuk

100. A hobson's choice(2) A choice forced upon someone fdlh ij tcju Fkksik x;k fodYi

101. All and sundry(2) Everyone without distinction lHkh dk 'kkfey gksuk

102. Have/wear your heart on To display one's emotions openly viuh Hkkoukvks dks •qydj O;ÙkQ

your sleeve(2) djuk

103. To twiddle one’s thumbs(2) To be idle oÙkQ cckZn djuk

104. To be at daggers drawn To be bitterly hostile towards each other 'k=kqrkiw.kZ C;ogkj djuk

with somebody(2)

105. To make one’s mark(2) To attain success/Attain recognition liQyrk ikuk@ekU;rk çkIr djuk

106. To burn your bridges(2) To eliminate the possibility of return or okilh ds lHkh laHkkoukvks ;k jkLrs
retreat dks •Re djuk

107. To lose one’s head(2) To lose one’s self-control vkRela;e •ksuk

108. *Body and soul(2) Wholly and entirely iw.kZ :i ls

109. *To give cold shoulder(2) Ignore, avoid or be unfriendly towards vkuns•k djuk
someone

110. At one's wit’s end(2) Puzzled and didn’t know what to do Åy>k gqvk] gSjku

111. *A French leave(2) An unauthorised leave fcuk lwpuk ds fy;k x;k vodk'k

112. Behind one's back(2) In someone's absence ihB ihNs cqjkbZ

113. To build castles in the air(2) To think of impossible hopes and dreams v'kaHko mEehnsa iSnk djuk

114. To throw caution to the wind(2) To take a risk tksf•e mBkuk

115. To raise the bar(2) To be better than before/To set higher igys ls csgrj cuuk@mPp y{;
goals fu/kZfjr djuk

116. Under a cloud(2) In disgrace/under suspicion lansg ds ?ksjs esa

117. Between the devil and the Between two equally unacceptable nks eqf'dy ifjfLFkfrvks ds chp esa
deep blue sea(2) choices gksuk
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118. To Keep/stay/steer clear of(2) To avoid or keep away from fdlh pht ls nwjh cukuk

119. All eyes(2) Watching eagerly/To be attentive mRlqdrk ls ns•uk@pkSdl jguk

120. A cake walk(2) Easy Task vklku dke

121. A green horn(2) An Inexperienced person vuqHkoghu O;fÙkQ

122. Fairly and squarely(2) Honestly/According to the rules bZekunkjh ls@ fu;eksa ds vuqlkj
/fairs sqaure

123. A catch 22 situation(2) A difficult situation in which the ,d dfBu ifjfLFkfr ftlesa fdlh
solution to a problem is impossible leL;k dk lek/ku vlaHko gks

124. At an arm’s length(2) At a distance nwjh cukuk

125. To bear the palm(2) To be a winner fot;h gksuk

126. To cut a poor/Sorry figure(2) To put a bad impression cqjk çHkko NksM+uk

127. Elbow room(2) Very little freedom uk ds cjkcj NwV

128. An olive branch(2) A gesture of peace 'kkafr dk çLrko

129. To be in full swing(2) To be very active iwjh rjg ls

130. To turn over a new leaf(2) To begin again iqu% vkjaHk djuk

131. To break the ice(2) To say or do sth that makes people igyh eqykdkr es gh •qy ds ckr

more relaxed especially at the beginning djuk

of a meeting/to start talking

132. To win laurels(2) To achieve honours and glory lEeku vkSj xkSjo çkIr djuk

133. To break fresh/new ground(2) To do something that was not done dqN ,slk djuk tks igys uk gqvk
before gks

134. To blow hot and cold(2) Vacillate/To change your opinion too nqfo/k esa iM+uk

often

135. A Charley horse(2) A painful, persistent cramp in one’s leg, iSj es nnZ (,saBu) eglwl djuk

typically from strain

136. Better late than never(2) Better to arrive late than not to come uk vkus ls csgrj gS nsj ls vkuk
at all

137. Let sleeping dogs lie(2) Stop discussing an issue fdlh leL;k dks vuns•k djuk

138. The elephant in the room(2) A problem that people are avoiding ,d ,slk eqík ftl ij yksx ckr
djus ls drjk jgs gks

139. By and by(2) Gradually /hjs /hjs

140. Between Scylla and Charybdis(2) Choice between two unpleasant alternatives nks eqf'dyksa ds chp gksuk

141. A bad egg(2) Someone who is dishonest and unreliable csbZeku O;fÙkQ

142. (To talk) chalk and cheese(2) (To express) difference between two nks phtksa dk ,dne ls

different things or people vyx gksuk

143. To burn the midnight oil(2) To work/read late into the night nsj jkr rd dke@i<+kbZ djuk

144. A mare's nest(2) A false invention csdkj •kst

145. To cry wolf(2) To raise false alarm of help enn dh >Bh iqdkj (HksfM+;k vk;k)

146. To feel the pinch(2) To have less money than you used to iSlksa dh raxh gksuk

have before/Experience hardship
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147. To upset the apple cart(2) To cause trouble, to spoil someone’s fdlh dh ;kstuk fcxkM+ dj eq'khcr
plans [kM+h djuk

148. A close shave(2) A narrow escape from any danger or nq?kZVuk ls cky cky cpuk
disaster

149. Heart and soul(2) With all effort you can put iw.kZr% lefiZr gksdj

150. To beam/grin/smile from ear Smiling broadly, to look extremely happy cgqr eqldqjkuk
to ear(2)

151. At sea(2) Perplexed nqfo/k esa gksuk

152. A bird’s eye view(2) A cursory look 'kj'kjh fuxkg ls ns[kuk

153. A lot on one’s plate(2) A lot to do ,d gh le; ij cgqr lkjk dke
ckdh gksuk

154. A wild goose chase(2) A futile search/effort fujFkZd [kkst

155. By hook or by crook(2) Using whatever methods necessary fdlh Hkh rjhds ls

156. Against the clock(2) In a great hurry to do something tYnckth esa gksuk

157. To beat a retreat(2) To leave a situation/to run away from a eqf'dy le; esa Hkkxuk
difficult situation

158. To fight shy of(2) To try to avoid something cpus dh dksf'k'k djuk

159. To lend an ear(2) To pay attention to è;ku nsuk

160. Forty winks(2) A short nap ,d NksVh lh >idh

161. To lend/give someone a hand(2) To help someone fdlh dh enn djuk

162. To grease someone’s palm(2) To bribe someone fj'or nsuk

163. One’s cup of tea(2) One’s chosen or preferred thing fdlh dh pquh gqbZ pht ftles
oks csgrj gS

164. (To have) to draw the line(2) (To have) to set a limit on something fdlh pht dh lhek fu/kZfjr djuk

165. An eye wash(2) A pretence fn[kkok

166. To walk the tight rope(2) To be very cautious performing risky cgqr lko/ku jguk
tasks

167. A feather in one’s cap(2) An achievement to be proud of xoZ djus ;ksX; miyfC/

168. To steal someone’s thunder(2) To get praise for doing something before dksbZ dke fdlh ds djus ls igys
someone dj nsuk

169. Crocodile tears(2) False tears >wBh lgkuqHkwfr

170. An iron hand(2) Strict and harsh control l[r vkSj dBksj fu;a=k.k

171. To flog a dead horse(2) To waste time on useless things iQkyrw esa le; cckZn djuk

172. A gut feeling(2) A instinct or intuition feeling vanj dh Hkouk

173. Barking up the wrong tree(2) Doing wrong things to achieve something dqN ikus ds fy, xyr rjhds
 intended viukuk

174. To add fuel to the fire(2) To worsen an already bad situation [kjkc fLrfFk dks vkSj [kjkc djuk

175. A pipe dream(2) An illusory plan ,d Hkzked ;kstuk

176. A bull in a China shop(2) A clumsy person in a delicate situation fdlh [kkl fLrfFk ;k txg ds
fy, vuqi;qDr O;fDr

177. To kill two birds with one To achieve two things by doing a single ,d dke djds nks pht gkfly
stone(2) action djuk
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178. Every cloud has a silver lining(2) Every difficult situation has a hopeful fdlh eqf'dy fLrfFk esa dqN
aspect to it vk'kktud gksuk

179. To keep one’s head(2) To remain calm 'kkar jguk

180. Go back to the drawing board(2) To start planning all over again u, fljs ls 'kq#vkr djuk

181. To shed light on(2) To explain a situation fdlh ckr dks Li"V djuk

182. To hit a brick wall(2) To encounter an obstacle #dkoV dk lkeuk djuk

183. A hot potato(2) A controversial issue fookn dk eqík

184. Full of hot air(2) To talk a lot of rubbish/talking nonsense eq[kZrkiw.kZ ckr djuk

185. On purpose(2) Deliberately tkucw>dj

186. To take a toll(2) To harm or damage Hkkjh uqdlku igq¡pkukbah

187. By and large(2) On the whole lkekU; :i ls

188. A pain in the neck(2) Someone or something that is very dksbZ ijs'kku djus okyk O;fDr
annoying

189. A tit for tat(2) Counter attack tokch geyk

190. A storm in a tea cup(2) A lot of anger and worry about trivial NksVh&NksVh ckrksa dks ysdj xqLlk
things ;k fpark djuk

191. A safe pair of hands(2) A person who can be trusted to do ,d ,slk dq'ky O;fDr ftlds Åij
something efficiently fdlh dke dks ysdj fo'okl fd;k
tk lds

192. A Red letter day(2) A memorable day ;knxkj iy

193. A kick in the teeth(2) A great disappointment cgqr cM+h fujk'kk

194. To back out(2) To withdraw from ihNs gVuk

195. Apples and oranges(2) Unequal Comparison vleku rqyuk

196. To pull/have a long face(2) To look sad Ånkl fn[kuk

197. To carry the day(2) To win/get success thr gkfly djuk

198. To start from scratch(2) To start entirely from the beginning 'kq#vkr ls 'kq: djuk

199. To pocket an insult(2) To tolerate insult without protest fcuk fojks/ ds vieku lguk

200. At a snail’s pace(2) Very slowly cgqr /heh xfr ls
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SYONYNYMS
Top 200

S.No. Word Meaning Synonyms

1. Peril(8) (Noun) Great danger, or something that is very dangerous Hazard, Jeopardy, Menace,

([krjk] tksf[ke) Pitfall, Threat

2. Calm(6) (Adj.) Not excited, nervous or upset ('kkUr) Relaxed, Serene, Tranquil,

Peaceful

3. Confusion(5) (Noun) A state of not being certain about what is Commotion, Bewilderment,
happening, what you should do, what Bafflement, Chaos, Muddle

something means, etc. (nqfo/k)

4. Eccentric(4) (Adj.) Considered by other people to be strange or Bizarre, Queer,  Peculiar,

unusual (ludh) Idiosyncratic, Strange

5. Emerge(4) (Verb) To start exist (mHkjuk] izdV gksuk) Arise, Appear, Come out

6. Disdain(4) (Noun) Feeling of dislike for someone or something Contempt, Despise, Spurn

(?k.̀kk)

7. Prohibit(4) (Verb) To stop something from being done or used Prevent, Ban, Interdict,

especially by law (jksduk) Forbid, Disallow

8. Belief(4) (Noun) A strong feeling that something/somebody Faith, Notion, Ideology,

exists or is true (fo'okl) Trust

9. Abundant(4) (Adj.) Existing in large quantities; more than enough Ample, Bountiful, Plentiful,

(izpqj ek=kk eas) Copious, Plenty

10. Calamity(4) (Noun) An event that causes great damage to people’s Catastrophe, Disaster,

lives, property, etc. (vkink) Tragedy, Adversity

11. Anger(4) (Noun) The strong feeling that makes you want to hurt Fury, Wrath, Annoyance,

someone (xqLlk) Rage, Vexation

12. Remorse(4) (Noun) The feeling of being extremely sorry for something Repentance, Compunction,

wrong or bad that you have done (iNrkok) Guilt, Regret

13. Abandon(4) (Verb) To leave somebody, especially somebody you are Relinquish, Desert, Leave,

responsible for, with no intention of returning Forsake, Discard, Dump,

(NksM+ nsuk) Quit, Renounce

14. Lucid(4) (Adj.) Clearly expressed; easy to understand (Li"V] lqcks/] Explicit, Comprehensible,

lqxE;) Vivid, Clear, Cogent

15. Cordial(4) (Adj.) Pleasant and friendly (nksLrkuk] eS=khiw.kZ] gkfnZd) Friendly, Warm, Affable,

Pleasant

16. Opulent(4) (Adj.) Made or decorated using expensive materials Pecuniary, Sumptuous,

(/uoku] oSHkoiw.kZ) Luxurious, Lavish, Wealthy

17. Obstruct(4) (Verb) To block a passage, action or operation (ck/k Mkyuk) Curb, Occlude, Interfere,

Block, Hinder, Hurdle

18. Gloomy(4) (Adj.) Nearly dark, or badly lit in a way that makes Depressing, Morose, Dull,

you feel sad (ck/k Mkyuk) Dismal
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19. Prudent(4) (Adj.) Sensible and careful when you make judgements Insightful, Cautious,
and decisions; avoiding unnecessary risks Sensible, Judicious

(foosdh] cqf¼eku) Sagacious

20. Accurate(4) (Adj.) Correct and true in every detail (lgh] vpwd) Correct, Precise, Reliable,

Meticulous

21. Obvious(4) (Noun) Easy to see or understand (Li"V) Huge,Wast, Immense

Apparent, Visible

22. Massive(4) (Adj.) Very large, heavy and solid  (fo'kky) Huge, Vast, Immense

23. Malign(3) (Adj.) Evil in nature or effect (vfgrdkjh] vfu"Vdkjh) Baleful, Baneful, Noxious,

Pernicious

24. Depressed(3) (Adj.) Very sad and without hope (cgqr mnkl) Doleful, Disheartened,

Despondent, Dejected

25. Profuse(3) (Adj.) Given or produced in a great quantity (izpqj] vf/d) Abundant, Plenty, Ample

26. Vigilant(3) (Adj.) Being very careful to notice things (lrdZ] lko/ku) Watchful, Heedful, Coutious

27. Repentance(3) (Noun) The fact of showing that you are sorry for something Regret, Compunction, Guilt,

wrong that you have done (iNrkok) Remorse, Penitence

28. Ambiguous(3) (Adj.) Not clearly stated or defined (vLi"V) Doubtful, Gloomy, Obscure,

Equivocal

29. Guile(3) (Noun) The use of clever but dishonest behaviour in Deceit, Slyness, Artifice,

order to trick people (pkyckth) Deception, Trickery

30. Magnify(3) (Verb) To make something look bigger than it really is, for Expand, Enlarge, Amplify,

example by using a lens or microscope (cM+k djuk) Augment

31. Fatigue(3) (Noun) A feeling of being extremely tired, usually Tiredness, Exhaustion,

because of hard work or exercise (FkdkoV) Weariness, Lassitude

32. Retaliate(3) (Verb) To do something harmful to somebody because Reciprocate, Requite,

they have harmed you first (cnyk ysuk) Avenge

33. Demolish(3) (Verb) To pull or knock down a building; to destroy Ruin, Raze, Dismantle,

something (èoLr dj nsuk) Annihilate, Bulldoze

34. Morose(3) (Adj.) Unhappy, in a bad mood and not talking very Gloomy, Sullen, Mournful,

much (mnkl) Somber, Lugubrious

35. Chide(3) (Verb) To criticize or blame somebody because they Scold, Rebuke, Chastise,

have done something wrong (MkaVuk) Reprimand, Admonish

36. Obligatory(3) (Adj.) That you must do because of the law, rules, etc. Compulsory, Mandatory,

(vfuok;Z) Essential, Imperative

37. Camouflage(3) A way of hiding soldiers and military equipment, Disguise, Mask, Facade,
(Noun/Verb) using paint, leaves or nets, so that they look like Concealment, Subterfuge

part of what is around or near them (fdlh pht dk
fNikus ds rjhds] Ny)

38. Erudite(3) (Adj.) Having or showing great knowledge that is gained Scholarly, Learned,

from academic study (i<+k&fy[kk] fo}ku) Sagacious, Donnish

39. Courage(3) (Noun) The ability to do something dangerous, or to Valour, Gallantry, Fortitude,
face pain or opposition, without showing fear Spunk, Audacity, Heroism,

(cgknqjh] lkgl) Guts

40. Capable(3) (Adj.) Having the ability or qualities necessary for doing Suitable, Competent, Apt,

something (;ksX;) Qualified, Proficient
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41. Awkward(3) (Adj.) Making you feel embarrassed (Hkn~nk] cs<+axk) Uncomfortable, Clumsy

42. Annoying(3) (Adj.) Making somebody feel slightly angry (ijs'kku djus okyk) Disturbing, Exasperating,

Irritating, Infuriating

43. Ruin(3) (Verb) To damage something so badly that it loses Despoil, Demolish, Destroy,

all its value, pleasure, etc. (cckZn dj nsuk) Raze, Devastate

44. Reluctant(3) (Adj.) Feeling or showing hesitation or unwillingness Hesitant, Unwilling,

(ladksp@vfuPNqd) Disinclined, Grudging

45. Prodigal(3) (Adj.) Too willing to spend money or waste time, Extravagant, Wasteful,

energy or materials ([kphZyk@mM+kÅ) Lavish, Profligate

46. Lethargy(3) (Noun) The state of not having any energy or enthusiasm Hebetude, Idleness,

for doing things (lqLrh]vkyl) Inaction, Indolence,

47. Peculiar(3) (Adj.) Strange or unusual, especially in a way that Unusual, Specific, Unique,

is unpleasant or makes you worried (vthc Distinct, Bizarre

fofp=k] fof'k"V)

48. Chaos(3) (Noun) A complete lack of order (vO;oLFkk] vLr O;Lrrk) Disarray, Disharmony,

Confusion, Disorder

49. Desolate(3) (Adj.) Companionless; not being in the company of Deserted, Solitary, Lonely,

others (vdsyk] mtM+k gqvk] futZu) Abandoned, Forsaken

50. Shy(3) (Adj.) Nervous and uncomfortable about meeting Timid, Modest, Bashful,

and speaking to people ('kehZyk) Demure, Mousy, Hesitant

51. Modest(3) (Adj.) Not having or showing any feelings of Humble, Shy, Prudent,

superiority (vkMacjghu] 'kkyhu] fou;iw.kZ) Gentle, Moderate

52. Intricate(3) (Adj.) Having a lot of different parts and small details Complicated, Entangled,

that fit together (my>k gqvk] tfVy] isfpnk) Complex, Difficult

53. Interfere(3) (Verb) To get involved in a situation which does not Restrict, Obstruct, Meddle,

involve you and where you are not wanted Intervene

(n[ky nsuk)

54. Reveal(3) (Verb) To make something known to somebody Disclose, Divulge, Expose,

(izdkf'kr djuk) Unveil

55. Pathetic(3) (Adj.) Causing you to feel pity or sadness (n;uh;] Miserable, Pitiful, Sad

d#.kktud)

56. Replace(3) (Verb) Change something for something new (cnyuk] LFkku Substitute, Supplant,

ysuk) Displace, Supersede

57. Fragile(3) (Adj.) Can be easily damaged or broken (detksj@Hkaxqj) Frail, Delicate, Feeble,

Infirm, Brittle, Crisp

58. Renounce(3) (Verb) To state officially that you are no longer going Forsake, Abjure, Repudiate,

to keep the title. (fdlh in dks R;kx nsuk) Abandon

59. Ecstasy(3) (Noun) An overwhelming feeling of great happiness Exaltation, Happiness,

(ijekuan] vfr vkauUn) Bliss, Euphoria, Joy

60. Benign(3) (Adj.) Gentle and kind (n;kyq@Ñikyq) Benevolent, Anodyne,

Favourable, Kind

61. Complicated(3) (Adj.) Made of many different things or parts that Complex, Intricate, Tricky,

are connected; difficult to understand (tfVy) Knotty, Tortuous, Fiddly

62. Hazardous(3) (Adj.) Involving risk or danger, especially to sb’s Dangerous, Risky, Perilous,

health or safety ([krjukd) Insecure, Dicey
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63. Disgrace(3) (Noun) The loss of other people’s respect and approval Dishonour, Ignominy,

because of the bad way somebody has behaved Infamy, Degradation,

(vieku) Disrepute

64. Auspicious(3) (Adj.) Showing signs that something is likely to be Sarcastic, Lucky, Fortunate,

successful in the future (eaxy] 'kqHk) Favourable, Propitious

65. Agile(3) (Adj.) Able to move quickly and easily (pqLr) Nimble, Quick, Astute, Spry,

Alert, Nippy

66. Reduce(3) (Verb) To make something less or smaller in size, Deplete, Cut, Trim, Abate,

quantity, price, etc.; to become less or smaller Dwindle, Curtail, Shorten

in size, quantity, etc. (de djuk)

67. Reproach(3) (Verb) Blame or criticise somebody for something that Berate, Reprimand, Rebuke,

they have done (cnukeh djuk) Reproof

68. Affluent(3) (Adj.) Having a lot of money and a good standard of Wealthy, Hostile, Opulent,

living (vehj gksuk) Prosperous, Well-off

69. Prevent(3) (Verb) To stop somebody from doing something; to Avert, Prohibit, Obstruct,

stop something from happening (jksdFkke djuk) Arrest, Impede, Preclude

70. Fury(3) (Noun) Extreme anger that often includes violent Anger, Rage, Wrath, Frenzy,

behaviour (Øks/) Madness, Umbrage

71. Intensify(3) (Verb) To increase in degree or strength; to make Strengthen, Aggravate,

something increase in degree or strength Deepen, Amplify, Boost

(rhoz djuk] izHkko c<+kuk)

72. Reprimand(3) (Verb) To tell somebody officially that you do not Rebuke, Chastise, Scold,

approve of them or their actions (iQVdkj] yxkuk) Reproach, Chide

73. Forgive(3) (Verb) To stop feeling angry with somebody who has Pardon, Condone, Absolve,

done something to harm, annoy or upset you; Exonerate, Acquit

to stop feeling angry with yourself (ekiQ djuk)

74. Persuade(3) (Verb) To make somebody do something by giving Coax, Wheedle, Convince,

them good reasons for doing it (le>kuk&cq>kuk Cajole, Inveigle

eukuk)

75. Mock(3) (Verb) To laugh at somebody/something in an unkind Taunt, Flout, Deride, Chaff,

way, especially by copying what they say or do Ridicule, Revile, Reproach

(galh mM+kuk] fdlh dk etkd mM+kuk)

76. Infuriate(3) (Verb) To make somebody extremely angry (Øksf/r Enrage, Provoke, Inflame,

djuk) Exasperate

77. Fascinating(2) (Adj.) Extremely interesting and attractive (vkd"kZd] Captivating , Appealing,

fnypLi) Pleasant, Alluring

78. Anxious(2) (Adj.) Feeling worried or nervous (fpafrr) Apprehensive, Nervous,

Worried, Concerned

79. Vigorous(2) (Adj.) Very active, determined or full of energy (tks'k Hkjk) Strenuous, Robust, Zealous,

Ardent, Energetic

80. Oblivious(2) (Adj.) Not aware of something (vkl&ikl dh ?kVukvksa ls Ignorant, Negligent,

cs[kcj) Heedless, Unconscious

81. Ferocious(2) (Adj.) Very aggressive or violent (mxz) Frightful, Fierce, Cruel

82. Thrifty(2) (Adj.) Careful about spending money and not wasting Parsimonious, Economical,

things (ferO;;h) Frugal, Miserly
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83. Quandary(2) (Noun) State of being unable to decide (vleatl) Impasse, Dilemma

84. Slick(2) (Adj.) Smooth or slippery spot (fpduk) Slippery, Greasy, Sleek

85. Instigate(2) (Verb) To cause someone to do or initiate something Incite, Kindle, Provoke

(HkM+dkuk] mrsftr djuk)

86. Hostility(2) (Noun) Aggressive or unfriendly feelings or behaviour Enmity, Animosity, Grudge,

('k=kqrk) Malevolence, Hatred

87. Vacillate(2) (Verb) To keep changing your opinion or thoughts about Hesitate, Waver, Scruple,

something, especially in a way that annoys other Falter

people (lansg djuk)

88. Fortitude(2) (Adj.) Mental and emotional strength in facing Nerve, Bravery, Courage,

difficulty or pain. (lgu'kfDr) Grit, Mettle

89. Remedy(2) (Noun) A way of dealing with or improving an unpleasant Panacea, Cure, Treatment,

or difficult situation (bykt) Nostrum, Catholicon

90. Obligation(2) (Noun) Something that you must do because you have Imperative, Duty, Vow,

promised, because of a law, etc. (dkuwuh ckè;rk) Commitment, Stipulation

91. Enigmatic(2) (Adj.) Mysterious and difficult to understand (jgL;e;) Mysterious, Bewildering,

Cryptic, Occult

92. Ignominious(2) (Adj.) Making you feel embarrassed ('kfe±nk djus okyk) Dishonourable, Disgraceful

93. Ordain(2) (Verb/Noun) To officially make someone a priest or confer holy Proclaim, Decree, Legislate,

orders on (vkns'k nsuk] vkKk nsuk) Consecrate, Enact

94. Eradicate(2) (Verb) To destroy or get rid of something completely Eliminate, Uproot, Abolish,

(tM+ ls m[kkM+uk) Remove

95. Surreptitious(2) (Adj.) Done secretly (xqIr :i ls fd;k x;k) Clandestine, Secretive,

Covert

96. Vindictive(2) (Adj.) Disposed to seek revenge (bZ";kZyq] izfr'kks/h) Malicious, Revengeful,

Spiteful, Hostile

97. Pester(2) (Verb) To annoy somebody by asking same thing Annoy, Badger, Irritate, Irk

(rax djuk] ijs'kku djuk) Perplex

98. Conscious(2) (Adj.) Fully aware of or sensitive to something (ltx] Cognisant, Aware, Vigilant

lrdZ) Alert

99. Epicure(2) (Noun) A person who enjoys high quality food Gourmand, Glutton, Foodie,

and drink (isVw] pVksjk) Gourmet

100. Garrulous(2) (Adj.) Talking a lot, mostly about unimportant things Talkative, Loquacious,

(ckrwuh) Chatty, Gabby

101. Threshold(2) (Noun) An interval of time just before the onset of Dawn, Edge, Brink, Verge

something (lhek&js[kk] izkjaHk)

102. Hamper(2) (Verb) To prevent somebody from easily doing or Curb, Block, Obstruct,

achieving something (#dkoV Mkyuk) Impede, Restrain, Halt

103. Silent(2) (Adj.) Where there is little or no sound; making little or Mute, Reticent, Taciturn,

no sound ([kkeks'k] ekSu) Reserved, Quiescent

104. *Clean(2) (Adj.) Free from any dirty marks (LoPN) Tidy, Honest, Spotless,

Hygienic

105. *Perplex(2) (Verb) To confuse and worry someone (gSjkuh esa Mkyuk) Confound, Bewilder, Baffle

Flummox, Confound
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106. Predict(2) (Verb) To say that something will happen in the future Foretell, Foresee, Prophesy,

(iwokZuqeku djuk] Hkfo";ok.kh djuk) Anticipate, Prognosticate

107. Rival(2) (Noun) A person, company or thing that competes Contender, Adversary,

with another in sport, business, etc. (izfr}a}h) Competitor, Opponent

108. *Effective(2) (Adj.) Producing the result that is wanted or Functional, Efficacious,

intended; producing a successful result (mi;ksxh) Fruitful, Efficient

109. Keen(2) (Adj.) Wanting to do something or wanting something Enthusiastic, Vehement,

to happen very much (mRlqd) Anxious, Eager, Ebullient

110. Delectable(2) (Adj.) Extremely pleasant to taste, smell or look at Flavoursome, Delicious,

(je.kh;@euksje] lqgkouk) Luscious, Pleasant

111. Sporadic(2) (Adj.) Happening only occasionally or at intervals Occasional, Intermittent,

that are not regular (dHkh&dHkh) Irregular, Infrequent

112. Competent(2) (Adj.) Having enough skill or knowledge to do Capable, Skillful, Skilled,
something well or to the necessary standard Able, Adroit, Dextrous

(l{ke)

113. Consensus(2) (Verb) An opinion that all members of a group agree Agreement, Concord,

with (loZlEefr) Accord, Harmony

114. Baffle(2) (Verb) To confuse somebody completely; to be too Puzzle, Anger, Perplex,
difficult or strange for somebody to understand Bewilder

or  explain (my>u eas Mkyuk)

115. Inherent(2) (Adj.) An ability or quality that you have when you Inborn, Innate, Inbred

are born (tUetkr)

116. Anticipated(2) (Adj.) Expected or regarded as probable (izR;kf'kr) Predicted, Foreseen

117. Ponder(2) (Verb) To think about something carefully for a period Contemplate, Meditate,

of time (fopkj djuk) Ruminate, Consider

118. Eager(2) (Adj.) Very interested and excited by something that Exhilarated, Keen, Excited,
is going to happen or about something that you Enthusiastic, Ardent, Avid

want to do (mRlqd)

119. Frugal(2) (Adj.) Using only as much money or food as is Economical, Parsimonious,

necessary (ferO;;h) Careful, Thrifty

120. Request(2) (Noun) The action of asking for something formally Plea, Appeal, Solicitation,

and politely (izkFkZuk) Prayer, Entreaty

121. Vivid(2) (Adj.) Producing very clear pictures in your mind Evocative, Lucid, Graphic,

(thoar] mTtoy) Realistic,  Picturesque

122. Illness(2) (Noun) The state of being physically or mentally ill Sickness, Malady, Ailment

(chekjh) Affliction, Disability

123. Inundate(2) (Verb) To cover an area of land with a large amount Swamp, Engulf, Deluge

of water (ck<+ eas Mwcuk)

124. Amend(2) (Verb) To change a law, document, statement, etc. Rectify, Modify, Update,

(la'kks/u djuk) Ameliorate

125. Impede(2) (Verb) To delay or stop the progress of something Hinder, Thwart, Obstruct,

(ck/k Mkyuk) Hamper, Stymie, Cumber

126. Colossal(2) (Adj.) Extremely large (cgqr fo'kky) Mighty, Gigantic, Enormous,

Mammoth

127. Rendezvous(2) (Noun) A meeting at a agreed time and place (iwoZ fuf'pr Engagement, Appointment,

HksaV] feyu LFky) Tryst, Meeting, Purlieu
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128. Facile(2) (Adj.) Produced without effort or careful thought Oversimplified, Effortless,

(lqxe] lgt) Simple, Smooth, Easy

129. Magnanimous(2) Kind, generous and forgiving, especially Chivalrous, Munificent,

(Adj.) towards an enemy or competitor (mnkj) Benevolent, Generous

130. Yield(2) (Verb) To produce or provide crops, profits or results Produce, Harvest, Create,

(mRiknu djuk) Generate

131. Compunction(2) A guilty feeling about doing something (iNrkok] Remorse, Regret, Scruple,

(Noun) [ksn] eyky) Contrition, Penitence

132. Gullible(2) (Adj.) Too willing to believe or accept what other Naive, Innocent, Ingenuous,
people tell you and therefore easily tricked Credulous

(Hkksyk&Hkkyk)

133. Nimble(2) (Adj.) Able to move quickly and easily (iqQrhZyk] pqLr) Agile, Skillful, Quick, Limber

134. Imbue(2) (Verb) To fill somebody with strong feeling, opinions Instil, fill, Infuse, Inject,

or values (fdlh ds eu esa dksbZ Hkkouk Hkj nsuk)

135. Ignominy(2) (Noun) Public shame and loss of honour (vi;'k] cnukeh) Dishonor, Disgrace, Stigma,

Scandal, Obloquy

136. Accrue(2) (Verb) To increase over a period of time (of̀¼ djuk) Gather, Collect, Gather,

Accumulate, Amass

137. Diligent(2) (Adj.) Showing care and effort in your work or duties Industrious, Untiring,

(esgurh) Assiduous, Laborious

138. Slack(2) (Adj.) Not stretched tightly (lqLr@<+hyk] eUn) Inactive, Careless, Sluggish

Lethargic

139. Barrier(2) (Noun) An object like a fence that prevents people Obstacle, Bar, Blockade,
from moving forward from one place to another Hindrance, Barricade

(ck/k¡,)

140. Chastise(2) (Verb) To criticize somebody for doing something wrong Reprimand, Scold, Rebuke,

(iQVdkj yxkuk) Censure,

141. Equivocal(2) (Adj.) Not having one clear or definite meaning or Ambiguous, Dubious,
intention; able to be understood in more than Suspicious, Debatable,

one way (,d ls T;knk vFkZ gksuk) Disputable

142. Zenith(2) (Noun) The highest point that the sun or moon Summit, Peak, Pinnacle,

reaches in the sky, directly above you (pksVh] 'kh"kZ Paramount, Culmination

fcanq)

143. Populace(2) (Noun) All the ordinary people of a particular country People, Population, Public,

or area (vkcknh) Natives, Residents

144. Afraid(2) (Adj.) Feeling fear; frightened because you think Scared, Terrified, Horrified,

that you might be hurt or suffer (Mjk gqvk) Frightened

145. Decree(2) (Noun) An official order from a leader or a government Verdict, Edict, Injunction,

that becomes the law (iQSlyk) Order

146. Achieve(2) (Verb) To succeed in reaching a particular goal, Acquire, Obtain, Realize,
status or standard, especially by making Accomplish, Attain

an effort for a long time (izkIr djuk] gkfly djuk)

147. Acute(2) (Adj.) Very serious or severe (rhoz] fodV) Severe, Sharp, Fierce,

 Intense

148. Impasse(2) (Noun) A difficult situation in which no progress cannot Deadlock, Quandary,
can be made because the people involved agree Stand off, Bottleneck

what to do  (dfBu fLFkfr] ftlls fudyus dk dksbZ ekxZ u gks)
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149. Abridge(2) (Verb) To make a book, play, etc. shorter by leaving Shorten, Lessen, Curtail,

parts out (?kVkuk] laf{kIr djuk) Reduce, Trim

150. Lethal(2) (Adj.) Causing or able to cause death (tkuysok) Deadly, Fatal, Poisonous

151. Cogent(2) (Adj.) Strongly and clearly expressed in a way that Rational, Convincing,

influences what people believe  (Bksl@izHkko'kkyh) Compelling, Impressive

153. Bonhomie(2) (Noun) A feeling of cheerful friendship ([kq'kfetkth] feyu Friendship, Camaraderie,

lkfjrk) Companionship, Cordiality

154. Revoke(2) (Verb) To officially cancel something so that it is no Repeal, Rescind, Abrogate,

longer legally acceptable (jí djuk) Set aside, Cancel

155. Meager(2) (Adj.) Small in quantity and poor in quality (vi;kZIr] deh) Scanty, Sparse, Deficient,

Inadequate

156. Dismal(2) (Adj.) Causing or showing sadness; depressing (mnkl) Gloomy, Glum, Bleak,

Dreary

157. Naive(2) (Adj.) Without enough experience of life and too Gullible, Innocent,

ready to believe or trust other people (Hkksyk) Childlike, Immature

158. Haughty(2) (Adj.) Proud, and thinking that you are better than Arrogant, Proud, Smug,

other people (vfHkekuh) Conceited, Snobbish

159. Embellish(2) (Verb) To make something more beautiful by adding Decorate, Garnish, Adorn,

decoration to it (lqanj cukuk] ltkuk) Bedeck, Beautify

160. Humble(2) (Adj.) Showing you do not think that you are as Genteel, Lenient, Clement,

important as other people (fouez) Modest, Shy, Prudent

161. Random(2) (Adj.) Done, chosen, etc. without somebody Stray, Arbitrary, Erratic,

deciding in advance what is going to happen, Irregular, Fortuitous

or without any regular pattern (vfu;fer) Scattered

162. Sacred(2) (Adj.) Connected with God considered to be holy Consecrated, Holy, Divine,

(/kfeZd] ifo=k) Sanctified

163. Callous(2) (Adj.) Not caring about other people’s feelings, pain Brutal, Insensitive, Rude,

or problems (funZ;h) Barbarous, Ruthless

164. Probe(2) (Verb) To do complete and careful investigation of Search, Investigate, Inquire,

something (iwN&rkN djuk] rgdhdkr djuk) Scrutinize

165. Clandestine(2) (Adj.) Done secretly or kept secret (xqIr :i ls) Undercover, Surreptitious,

Hidden, Concealed

166. Pleasant(2) (Adj.) Fun, attractive, or giving pleasure (vkuafnr] lq[kn] Delightful, Refreshing,

[kq'kuqek) Charming, Amusing

167. Fatal(2) (Adj.) Causing or ending in death (?kkrd) Deadly, Lethal, Incurable

168. Blunt(2) (Adj.) Without a sharp edge or point ([kqjnjk] oqaQn) Dull, Sluggish

169. Uncanny(2) (Adj.) Strange and difficult to explain (jgL;e;] vykSfdd) Enigmatic, Mysterious,

Mystical, Arcane

170. Mandate(2) (Noun) A statement of what to do that must be obeyed Command, Edict, Decree,

by those concerned (vkns'ki=k) Directive, Injunction

171. Penniless(2) (Adj.) Having no money; very poor (xjhc) Broke, Impoverished,

Destitute, Bankrupt

172. Artful(2) (Adj.) Clever at getting what you want, sometimes Shrewd, Astute, Insidious,

by not telling the truth (pkykd] èkwrZ] diVh) Crafty, Cunning, Clever
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173. Sarcastic(2) (Adj.) Showing or expressing sarcasm (fuUnkiw.kZ) Caustic, Derogatory,

Derisive, Sardonic

174. Revile(2) (Verb) To criticize somebody/something in a way that Abuse, Scold, Lampoon,

shows how much you dislike them (xkyh nsuk] cqjk& Asperse, Calumniate

Hkyk dguk] fèkDdkjuk)

175. Fright(2) (Noun) A feeling of fear (Hk;] Mj) Dread, Terror, Panic,

Fear, Horror

176. Satiate(2) (Verb) To give somebody so much of something that Satisfy, Elate, Sate,

they do not feel they want any more (larq"V dj Quench, Content

nsuk] fdlh dks r`Ir djuk)

177. Slim(2) (Adj.) Thin, in a way that is attractive (iryk@Njgjk) Skinny, Slender, Gaunt

178. Enthrall(2) (Verb) If something enthralls you, it is so interesting, Captivate, Mesmerize,

beautiful, etc. that you give it all your attention Beguile, Bewitch

(eksfgr djuk)

179. Scold(2) (Verb) To speak angrily to somebody, especially a child, Chide, Criticize, Reprimand,

because they have done something wrong Reprove, Admonish

(iQVdkjuk] MkaVuk)

180. Delighted(2) (Adj.) Very pleased (vkufUnr) Joyful, Pleasant, Happy,
Cheerful

181. Imitated(2) (Adj.) A copied model of something (udy] izfrÑfr) Copied, Emulated,
Mimicked

182. Contemptible(2) (Adj.) Not deserving any respect at all (?k.̀kk djus yk;d] Abhorrent, Despicable,

frjLdkj ds ;ksX;) Disgusting, Repulsive

183. Strenuous(2) (Adj.) Difficult to deal with (nqtsZ;@Jelkè;) Formidable, Vigorous,

Arduous, Tough

184. Hardship(2) (Noun) Great trouble or suffering (?kksj d"V ;k eqlhcr) Tribulation, Misery, Grief,

Adversity, Distress, Agony

185. Devoid(2) (Adj.) Without something, Entirely lacking (oafpr] foghu] Lacking, Barren, Entirely

jfgr) Deficient, Vacuous

186. Triumph(2) (Noun) To achieve success; to defeat somebody/ Victory, Win, Success,

something (thr] fot;) Achievement, Conquest

184. Surge(2) (Noun) A sudden and great increase (rsth ls c<+uk) Rise, Rush, Upsurge

185. Reckless(2) (Adj.) Lack of proper caution (ykijokg) Careless, Thoughtless

186. Distinguished(2) (Adj.) Important successful and respected by other Acclaimed, Honoured,

people (egRoiw.kZ] vlk/kj.k] fo[;kr) Dignified, Renowned

187. Disaster(2) (Noun) A terrible situation or event (foink] vkink) Tragedy, Catastrophe,

Apocalypse, Calamity

188. Condone(2) (Verb) To ignore or accept behavior that some people Forgive, Exonerate, Absolve,

consider wrong (fdlh xyr vkpj.k ds fy, ekiQ dj nsuk) Acquit, Pardon, Exculpate

189. Rejoice(2) (Verb) To feel or show great happiness (vkufUnr gksuk) Exult, Revel, Celebrate

190. Pious(2) (Adj.) Having or showing a deep belief in religion Religious, Devout, Saintly,

(ifo=k] /kfeZd) Dedicated

191. Defer(2) (Verb) To leave something until a later time (LFkfxr djuk] ckn Postpone, Delay, Prolong,

ds fy, Vky nsuk) Adjourn, Delay
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192. Conceit(2) (Noun) Too much pride in one's own abilities and Vanity, Arrogance, Pride,

importance (vgadkj@?ke.M) Ego

193. Hate(2) (Verb) To dislike somebody/something very much Loathe, Abominate, Abhor,

(ukilUn djuk) Despise

194. Vacant(2) (Adj.) (Of a seat, hotel room, house, etc.) empty; not Uninhabited, Empty, Void,

being used ([kkyh) Unfilled, Unused

195. Scared(2) (Adj.) Fearful, frightened (Mjk gqvk) Afraid, Terrified, Panicked,

Horrified, Frightened

196. Startle(2) (Verb) To cause to feel a shock or alarm (pkSdkuk) Surprise, Amaze, Astound,

Stun

197. Credible(2) (Adj.) That you can believe (fo'oluh;) Dependable, Plausible,

Conceivable, Believable

198. Tranquil(2) (Adj.) Quiet and peaceful ('kkar) Calm, Serene, Composed,

Placid, Mild

199. Admire(2) (Verb) To regard with respect (iz'kalk djuk) Appreciate, Adore, Applaud,

Cherish, Commend, Laud

200. Vanity(2) (Noun) Excessive pride in one's own achievement (?keaM] Conceit, Egotism, Pride

vgadkj)
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ANTONYM
Top 200

S.No. Word Meaning Antonyms

1. Cheerful(10) (Adj.) Feeling happy (g¡leq[k) Gloomy, Woeful, Dismal,
Wretched, Somber, Morbid,
Downcast, Morose

2. Humble(9) (Adj.) Showing you do not think that you are as Arrogant, Haughty, Proud,

important as other people (fouez) Lofty, Supercilious

3. Harmony(9) (Noun) A state of peaceful existence and agreement Hostility, Feud, Cacophony,

(lkeatL;) Conflict, Hatred, Discord,
Pandemonium, Quarrel,
Strife

4. Flexible(8) (Adj.) Able to change to suit new conditions or Defiant, Rigid, Adamant,

situations (ifjorZu'khy) Stiff, Obstinate

5. Abundant(7) (Adj.) Existing in large quantities; more than enough Minimal, Scanty, Scarce,

(izpqj ek=kk esa) Sparse

6. Modest(7) (Adj.) Not very large, expensive, important, etc. (fouez) Conceited, Vain, Impudent
Magnificent, Immodest

7. Sparse(7) (Adj.) Small in quantity; inadequate (vi;kZIr) Abundant, Dense, Plentiful,

Bountiful

8. Refined(6) (Adj.) Having very good manners, polite (lqlaLÑr] lH;) Rough, Inchoate, Vulgar,

Crude, Coarse

9. Fertile(6) (Adj.) That can produce fruit or new plants (mitkmQ) Barren, Sterile, Acarpous,
Unfertile, Unproductive

10. Hostile(6) (Adj.) Aggressive or unfriendly and ready to  argue Friendly, Amiable, Cordial,

or fight ('k=kqrkiw.kZ) Favourable, genial

11. Native(6) (Adj.) Relating to someone's country or place of Outsider, Foreigner, Exotic,

birth (ewy fuoklh) Alien

12. Praise(6) (Verb) To admire somebody/something (iz'kalk djuk) Condemn, Scold, Dislike,

Vituperate,  Censure

13. Scarce(6) (Adj.) Not enough (deh) Abundant, Plentiful, Rife,
Exuberant, Bountiful

14. Relax(6) (Verb) To rest while you are doing something that Hassled, Clench, Worry,

you enjoy, especially after work or effort Tense, Excite, Fret

(vkjke djuk)

15. Gloomy(6) (Adj.) Nearly dark, or badly lit in a way that Bright, Glad, Cheerful,

makes you feel sad (mnkl] va/dkje;) Buoyant, Bright, Jovial

16. Opaque(5) (Adj.) Not clear enough to see through or allow light Pellucid, Clear, Limpid,

through (vLi"V) Lucid, Transparent

17. Inept(5) (Adj.) Having or showing no skill (vdq'ky) Competent, Consummate,
Adept, Skilled
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18. Devious(5) (Adj.) Behaving in a dishonest or indirect way Outspoken, Forthright,

(pkykd) Sincere, Straight, Candid

19. Plentiful(5) (Adj.) Available in large amounts or number Scarce, Meagre, Sparse,

(izpqj ek=kk esa) Scanty, Exiguous

20. Polite(5) (Adj.) Having or showing good manners and respect Rude, Terse, Impudent,

for the feelings of others (fouez) Curt

21. Trivial(5) (Adj.) Not important or serious; not worth considering Serious, Grave, Crucial,

(ekewyh) Formidable

22. Dense(5) (Adj.) Containing a lot of people, things, plants, etc. Sparse, Open, Uncrowded,

with little space between them (?kuk] l?ku) Airy

23. Agitate(5) (Verb) To argue strongly for something you want, Soothe, Calm, Serene,

especially for changes in a law, in social Quell, Console

conditions, etc. (fdlh dks mdlkuk@mRrsftr djuk)

24. Obscure(5) (Adj.) Not clearly expressed or easily informed (vLi"V) Obvious, Clear, Evident,

Apparent, Conspicuous

25. Meagre(5) (Adj.) Small in quantity and poor in quality (cgqr de) Plentiful, Sufficient,

Abundant, Adequate

26. Neglect(5) (Verb) To fail to take care of somebody/something Care, Perceive, Emulate,

(è;ku u nsuk) Preserve, Heed

27. Friendly(5) (Adj.) Behaving in a kind and pleasant way because Hostile, Acrimonious,

you like somebody or want to help them Unfriendly, Combative

(fe=krkiw.kZ)

28. Rigid(5) (Adj.) Very strict and difficult to change (dBksj) Flexible, Resilient, Pliable,

Rebounding

29. Applaud(5) (Verb) To show your approval of somebody/something Denounce, Condemn,

by clapping your hands (rkyh ctk dj iz'kalk djuk) Criticize, Reprehend

30. Spurious(4) (Adj.) Not genuine (tkyh] udyh) Authentic, Genuine, Real

Authoritative, Bonafide

31. Timid(4) (Adj.) Shy and nervous; not brave (Mjiksd) Courageous, Bold, Intrepid

32. Vain(4) (Adj.) That does not produce the result you want Productive, Fruitful, Fertile,

(fu"iQy] vlkj) Yielding

33. Delicate(4) (Adj.) Easy to damage or break (uktqd) Crude, Vigorous, Sturdy,

Firm, Robust

34. *Accept(4) (Verb) Agree to receive or undertake sth offered Decline, Deny, Expel,

(Lohdkj djuk) Reject, Refuse

35. Encourage(4) (Verb) To give somebody support, courage or hope Dishearten, Deter, Oppose,

(izksRlkfgr djuk) Demoralize

36. Repulsive(4) (Adj.) Causing a feeling of strong dislike; very Pleasant, Alluring,

unpleasant (vfiz;) Fascinating

37. Oppose(4) (Verb) To disagree strongly with somebody’s plan, Encourage, Uphold, Foster,

policy, etc. and try to change it or prevent it Corroborate, Encourage

from succeeding (fojks/ djuk) Support, Endorse, Incite

38. Attract(4) (Verb) To cause (someone) to have a liking for or Deter, Repel, Dissuade,

interest is something (vkdf"kZr djuk) Parry, Confront, Repulse
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39. Conceit(4) (Noun) The fact of being too proud of yourself and Modesty, Humility, Shyness,

what you do (vagdkj] ?keaM) Meekness

40. Reluctant(4) (Adj.) Hesitating before doing something because Eager, Willing, Excited,
you do not want to do it or because you are not Keen, Enthusiastic

sure that it is the right thing to do (vfuPNqd)
41. Wisdom(4) (Noun) The ability to make sensible decisions and Imbecility, Folly, Stupidity,

give good advice because of the experience Absurdity, Idiocy

and knowledge that you have (cqf¼eku)

42. Conceal(4) (Verb) To hide somebody/something (xqIr j[kuk] fNikuk) Reveal, Disclose, Proclaim,

Expose

43. Liberty(4) (Noun) Freedom to live as you choose without too Captivity, Yoke, Bondage,

many limits from government or authority Dependence

(vktknh)

44. Frail(4) (Adj.) Physically weak and thin (nqcZy) Stout, Robust, Vigorous,

Sturdy

45. Robust(4) (Adj.) Strong and healthy (etcwr) Weak, Brittle, Frail, Feeble

46. Cowardly(4) (Adj.) Not brave; not having the courage to do things Valiant, Dauntless, Intrepid,
that other people do not think are especially Chivalrous

difficult (dk;j)

47. Delay(4) (Verb) To decide not to do something until a later time Advance, Haste, Rush,

(foyac djuk) Continuation, Push

48. *Industrious(4) (Adj.) Hard working (esgurh] ifjJeh) Inactive, Indolent, Inert,

Lethargic

49. Sacred(4) (Adj.) Connected with God, Holy (ifo=k) Profane, Cursed, Impious,

Blasphemous

50. Ambiguous(4) (Adj.) That can be understood in more than one Certain, Conclusive, Lucid,

way, having different meaning (ftlds ,d ls Evident, Transparent

vf/d eryc gks)

51. Rough(4) (Adj.) Having a surface that is not even or regular Smooth, Refined, Precise,

([kqjnqjk) Tender

52. Feeble(4) (Adj.) Very weak/weak and without energy or Strong, Sturdy, Trenchant,

strength (detksj) Robust

53. Hope(4) (Verb) To want something to happen or be true Doubt, Despair, Distrust,

(vk'kk djuk) Concern

54. Comfort(4) (Noun) The state of having everything your body Discontentment, Distress,

needs, or of having a pleasant life (lq[k&lqfo/k) Anguish, Misery

55. Transparent(4) (Adj.) Allowing you to see through it (ikjn'khZ) Opaque, Cloudy, Obscure

56. Morose(4) (Adj.) Unhappy, in a bad mood and not talking very Cheerful, Happy, Joyous

much (mnkl) Content, Jovial

57. Humility(4) (Noun) The quality of not thinking that you are better Vanity, Arrogance, Pride,
than other people; the quality of being humble Ego

(uezrk)

58. Disperse(4) (Verb) To distribute or spread over a wide area Gather, Muster, Amass,

(fc[ksjuk) Accumulate

59. Arrogant(4) (Adj.) Behaving in a proud, unpleasant way, showing Humble, Modest, Gentle,

little thought for other people (?keaMh) Mild
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60. Foreign(4) (Adj.) In or from a country that is not your own (ijns'kh) Native, Domestic, Local

61. *Enthusiasm(3) (Noun) A feeling of energetic interest in a particular Apathy, Lethargy, Torpor,

subject or activity (mRlqdrk) Indifference

62. Wane(3) (Verb) To become gradually weaker or less important Intensify, Grow, Increase,

(iru gksuk) Flourish

63. Fanatic(3) (Adj.) Expressing or connected with extreme or Moderate, Liberal, Tolerant,

dangerous opinions (dV~Vj) Modest, Clement

64. Restricted(3) (Adj.) Limited or small in size or amount (lhfer) Copious, Accessible,

Unbounded, Unrestricted

65. Partial(3) (Adj.) Not complete (vkaf'kd) Whole, Fair, Complete,

Gross, Aggregate

66. Coarse(3) (Adj.) Rough ([kqjnqjk) Buttery, Mulled, Smooth,

Pulverized

67. Abominable(3) (Adj.) Very bad or unpleasant (?kfV;k] Hkík) Acceptable, Admirable,

Delightful, Desirable

68. Assist(3) (Verb) To help (enn djuk) Counteract, Obstruct,

Hinder, Impede, Bridle

69. Hostility(3) (Adj.) Unfrlindly behavior towards somebody (nq'euh] Friendliness, Harmony,

nqHkkZouk] 'k=kqrk) Goodwill, Amity, Hospitality

70. Stable(3) (Adj.) Fixed or steady; not likely to move, change or Fickle, Shaky, Volatile,

fail (fLFkj) Capricious, Evanescent

71. Intentional(3) (Adj.) Something done on purpose (tkucw>dj) Coincidental, Casual,

Fortuitous,  Accidental

72. Spiritual(3) (Adj.) Concerned with sacred matters or religion, Material, Substantial,

affecting the spirit or the soul. (/kfeZd] vkè;kfRed] Physical,  Sensuous,

vkfRed) Unspiritual, Irreverent

73. Cacophony(3) (Noun) A mixture of loud unpleasant sounds (dksykgy) Harmony, Unity, Uniformity,

Correlation, Equilibrium

74. Appropriate(3) (Adj.) Suitable, acceptable or correct for the particular Improper, Incongruous,

circumstances (mfpr) Irrelevant, Inapplicable

75. Severe(3) (Adj.) Extremely bad or serious (dBksj) Mild, Gentle, Lenient, Lax,

Indulgent, Clement

76. Adversity(3) (Noun) A difficult or unpleasant situation (nqHkkZX;) Fortune, Serendipity, Luck,

Windfall, Fluke, Godsend

77. Persuade(3) (Verb) To make somebody do something by giving Discourage, Dissuade,

them good reasons for doing it (jkth djuk) Disenchant, Deter

78. Vigilant(3) (Adj.) Very careful to notice any signs of danger or Negligent, Rash, Careless

trouble (tkx:d)

79. Malice(3) (Noun) A desire to harm somebody caused by a Good will, Kindness,

feeling of hate (}s"k) Friendship, Sympathy

80. Extravagant(3) (Adj.) One who spends a lot of money ([kphZyk) Economical, Thrifty, Miser,

Frugal, Prodigal

81. Admire(3) (Verb) To respect somebody for what they have Ridicule, Demean, Slander,

done or to respect their qualities (iz'kalk djuk) Mock, Taunt, Jibe
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82. Denounce(3) (Verb) To strongly criticize somebody/something that Defend, Applaud, Praise,

you think is wrong, illegal, etc. (fuank djuk) Eulogize

83. Defile(3) (Verb) To make something dirty or no longer pure, Clean, Purify, Elevate,

especially something that people consider Refine, Sanctify

important or holy (xank djuk)

84. Precious(3) (Adj.) Rare and worth a lot of money (dherh gksuk) Worthless, Cheap

85. Generous(3) (Adj.) Giving or willing to give freely; given freely Miserly, Stingy, Penurious,

(mnkj O;fDr) Parsimonious

86. Reveal(3) (Verb) To make something known to somebody Conceal, Hide, Cover,

(lkeus ykuk) Bury

87. Consummate(3) (Adj.) Complete, perfect (iw.kZ) Inept, Unaccomplished,

Incomplete, Unfinished

88. Awkward(3) (Adj.) Not having grace or skill (cs<axk) Adroit, Graceful, Apt,

Dexterous

89. Compress(3) (Verb) To make something fill less space Enlarge, Stretch, Extend,

than usual (laf{kIr djuk] laihfMr djuk) Exaggerate

90. Vigorous(3) (Adj.) Feeling energetic (l'kDr] vkstiw.kZ] tks'k ls Hkjk) Frail, Spiritless

91. Amateur(3) (Noun) A person who is inept at a particular activity Inexpert, Skilful, Maestro,

(ukSflf[k;k) Professional

92. Barbaric(3) (Adj.) To be outlandish (vHknz] vlH;) Civilised, Humane, Kind,

Benign

93. Better(3) (Adj./Adv.) Superior (csgrj gksuk) Inferior, Worse, Lower,

Mean, Trivial

94. Impeccable(3) (Adj.) Without mistakes or faults (=kqfVghu) Blemished, Imperfect,

Amiss, Flawed, Faulty

95. *Indolent(3) (Adj.) Not wanting to work (vkylh) Active, Industrious,

Diligent, Zealous

96. Cease(3) (Verb) To stop happening or existing; to stop Begin, Persist, Resume,

something from happening or existing Restart, Start, Commence,

(can djuk] jksd nsuk)

97. Identical(3) (Adj.) Similar in every detail (fcyoqQy leku) Different, Diverse, Distinct,

Dissimilar

98. Eager(3) (Adj.) Very interested and excited by something Reluctant, Disinclined,

that is going to happen or about something Indisposed, Averse,

that you want to do (bPNqd) Circumspect

99. Irrelevant(3) (Adj.) Not important to or connected with a situation Meaningful, Appropriate,

(vizklafxd@cseryc) Consequential, Pertinent

100. Benign(3) (Adj.) Kind and gentle; not hurting anybody (n;kyq Violent, Detrimental,

fgrdkjh) Malignant, Malevolent

101. Admirable(3) (Adj.) Having qualities that you admire and respect Blameworthy, Culpable,

(iz'kaluh;) Unworthy, Censurable

102. Lucid(3) (Adj.) Clearly expressed; easy to understand (Li"V Ambiguous, Confusing,

'kCnksa esa O;Dr fd;k gqvk) Obscure, Cryptic, Enigmatic

103. Diminish(3) (Verb) To become or to make something smaller or Extend, Augment, Increase,

less important (?kVkuk) Amplify, Expand
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104. Impudent(3) (Adj.) Very rude, lacking respect, not polite (vfoosdh] Respectful, Polite, Modest,

fuyZTt) Clement, Civil, Genteel

105. Restore(3) (Verb) To return something to an earlier good: Damage, Demolish, Ruin,

condition or position (cgky djuk] iqu% LFkkfir djuk) Destroy

106. Liberal(3) (Adj.) Willing to understand and respect other people’s Conservative, Fanatical,

behaviour, opinions, etc. (mnkj) Restrictive, Scant, Stingy,

Frugal, Niggardly

107. Exonerate(3) (Verb) To officially state that somebody is not Convict, Engage, Sentence

responsible for something that they have Accuse, Indict, Impeach

been blamed for (nks"keqDr djuk)

108. Despair(3) (Noun) The feeling of having lost all hope (fujk'kk) Hope, Wish

109. Exaggerate(3) (Verb) �To make some thing larger, better, worse or Understate, Compress

more important than it really it (c<+k p<+kdj crkuk) Underestimated

110. Negligent(3) (Adj.) Failing to give somebody/something enough Attentive, Careful, Prudent,

care or attention, especially when this has Cautious

serious results (ykijokg@vlkoèkku)

111. Comic(3) (Adj.) Humorous and making you laugh (gkL;iw.kZ) Tragic, Serious

112. Gradual(3) (Adj.) Happening slowly over a long period; not Abrupt, Instant, Rapid,

sudden (/hjs&/hjs) Prompt

113. Censure(3) (Verb) To express strong criticism or disapproval Applause, Extol, Praise,

(fuank djuk) Applaud, Commend

114. Expunge(3) (Verb) To remove or get rid of something, such as a Add, Insert, Establish,

name, piece of information or a memory,  from Put-in

a book or list, or from your mind (feVkuk)

115. Bias(3) (Noun) An unreasoned and unfair distortion of Fairness, Fair, Impartiality,

judgement in favour of a person or thing Subjectivity

(i{kikr] >qdko)

116. Blunt(3) (Adj.) Not having a sharp edge or point (dqan] dqafBr) Sharp, Acute, Subtle

117. Haste(3) (Noun) Speed in doing something, especially because Delay, Slowness, Torpor,

you do not have enough time (tYnckth) Languor, Lethargy

118. Constant(3) (Adj.) Happening all the time or repeatedly (fLFkj) Fluctuating, Whimsical,

Varying, Fickle, Volatile

119. Temporary(3) (Adj.) Lasting or intended to last or be used only Perennial, Permanent,

for a short time; not permanent (vLFkk;h) Lasting, Eternal

120. Harsh(3) (Adj.) Cruel, severe and unkind (dBksj) Lenient, Gentle, Bland,

Mild, Facile

121. Fickle(3) (Adj.) Changing often and suddenly (vfLFkj) Stable, Loyal, Constant

122. Bold(3) (Adj.) Brave and confident; not afraid to say what Timid, Timorous, Coward,

you feel or to take risks (fuMj) Diffident

123. Hidden(3) (Adj.) Kept or located in a place where it cannot be Apparent, Evident, Clear,

seen (Nqik gqvk) Obvious

124. Destroy(3) (Verb) To damage something so badly that it no Preserve, Manufacture,

longer exists, works, etc. (u"V djuk) Mend, Amend

125. Vanity(3) (Noun) The fact of being too proud of your own Mildness, Humbleness,

appearance, abilities or achievements (?keaM) Modesty, Humility
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126. Inferior(3) (Adj.) Not good or not as good as sb/sth else (?kfV;k) Sublime, Distinguished,

Superior, Better

127. Exceptional (3) (Adj.) Unusually good (vlk/kj.k) Ordinary, Unremarkable

128. Loyalty(3) (Noun) The quality of being constant in your support Treason, Treachery,

of somebody/something (fu"Bk) Disloyalty, Infidelity

129. Gather(3) (Verb) To come together, or bring people together, Disperse, Scatter, Dispose,

in one place to form a group (bDdêòk djuk) Distribute

130. Transient(3) (Adj.) Continuing for only a short time ({kf.kd) Permanent, Everlasting,

Perennial, Perpetual

131. Adequate(2) (Adj.) Enough in quantity, or good enough in quality, Inadequate, Insufficient,

for a particular purpose or need (i;kZIr) Deficient, Scarce

132. Celestial(2) (Adj.) Of the sky or of heaven (vkdk'k ;k LoxZ ls lacaf/r) Terrestrial, Earthly,

Worldly, Terrene

133. Relentless(2) (Adj.) Not stopping; not getting less strong (lrr] u Intermittent, Yielding,

Fkdus okyk) Submissive, Passive

134. Incredible(2) (Adj.) Impossible or difficult to believe (vfo'oluh;) Believable, Reliable,

Dependable, Trustworthy

135. Famish(2) (Verb) To reduce (someone) to extreme hunger (Hkw[kk ejuk) Eat, Satiate, Overfeed, Sate

136. Indispensable(2) (Adj.) Absolutely necessary (ije vko';d) Inessential, Superfluous,

Redundant, Trivial

137. Fret(2) (Verb) To be worried or unhappy and not able to relax Relax, Please, Calm, Soothe,

(>YykgV) Comfort

138. Nadir(2) (Noun) The worst moment of a particular situation Climax, Zenith, Top, Acme,

(lcls cqjh fLFkfr) Pinnacle, Summit

139. Forthright(2) (Adj.) Direct and honest in manner and speech; Uncandid, Devious,

Frank (fu"diV) Secretive, Deceitful

140. Obfuscate(2) (Verb) To make something less clear and more difficult Clarify, Elucidate, Unfold,

to understand (my>u esa Mkyuk) Illuminate, Illustrate

141. Brittle(2) (Adj.) Hard but can be easily broken (uktqd) Robust, Durable, Stout,

Sturdy

142. Abandon(2) (Verb) To leave somebody (NksM+ nsuk) Constraint, Adopt, Occupy,

Undertake, Restraint

143. Pliable(2) (Adj.) Easy to bend without breaking (yphyk) Rigid, Strict, Stringent,

Unbending, Tenacious

144. Leisure(2) (Noun) Time when you are not working or studying; Work, Labor, Toil, Effort,

 free time (vodk'k] iqQjlr) Exertion, Drudgery

145. Ignominy(2) (Noun) Public shame and loss of honour (cnukeh) Esteem, Glory, Respect,

Reverence, Honor

146. Sane(2) (Adj.) Having a healthy mind; not mentally ill Paranoid, Crazy, Insane,

(le>nkj) Maniac, Aberrant

147. Recondite(2) (Adj.) Not known about or understood by many Fathomable, Perspicuous,

people (xqIr) Comprehensible, Obvious

148. Tenacious(2) (Adj.) Unwilling to accept defeat (vVy] ǹ<+) Yielding, Submissive,

Complying, Pliant
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149. Pacify(2) (Verb) To make somebody who is angry or upset be Irritate, Aggravate, Enrage,

calm or quiet ('kkar djuk) Exasperate, Provoke

150. Vulnerable(2) (Adj.) Easy to harm, hurt (vk?kkr ;ksX;] vlqjf{kr) Safeguarded, Invincible,

Invulnerable, Secure

151. Clandestine(2) (Adj.) Done secretly or kept secret (xqIr) Overt, Honest, Aboveboard,

Unclassified, Unconcealed

152. Victim(2) (Noun) A person who has been attacked, injured or Hunter, Murderer, Injurer,

killed as the result of a crime, a disease, an Victor, Killer, Harmer,

accident, etc. (ihfM+r O;fDr) Assassin, Assailant

153. Opacity(2) (Adj.) The fact of being difficult to understand (tfVyrk) Transparency,  Visibility,

Clarity,  Comprehensibility

154. Emancipate(2) (Verb) To set free from restrictions (eqDr djuk) Confine, Subjugate, Bind,

Enslave, Enthrall

155. Flat(2) (Adj.) Level, even or without unevenness of surface Bumpy, Steep, Spasmodic,

(lery] likV) Rough, Uneven, Ragged 2.

Anxiety(2) (Noun) The state of feeling nervous or worried that Relief, Certainty, Calmness,

something bad is going to happen (fpark) Composedness

156. Hazard(2) (Noun) Something that can be dangerous or cause Protection, Safety, Defence,

damage ([krjk) Asylum, Ward, Shelter

157. Care(2) (Noun/Noun) The process of caring for somebody/something Disregard, Heedlessness,

and providing what they need for their health Inattentiveness, Oversight,

or protection (ns[kHkky djuk] è;ku nsuk) Neglect,  Negligence

158. Jeopardy(2)  (Noun) Danger of loss, harm, or failure. ([krjk) Safety, Security, Defence,

Protection,  Bulwark

159. Strange(2) (Adj.) Unusual or surprising, especially in a way that Mundane, Familiar,  Usual,

is difficult to understand (fofp=k@vuks[kk) Normal, Common, Ordinary

160. Intense(2) (Adj.) Very great; very strong (rhoz) Moderate, Sensible, Modest,

Controlled, Frail, Mild

161. Ancient(2) (Adj.) Belonging to a period of history that is Modern, Archaic, Historic,

thousands of years in the past (iqjkuk) Antediluvian, Obsolete

162. Consent(2) (Noun) Permission to do something, especially given Dissent, Interdiction, Veto,

by somebody in authority (lgefr) Refusal, Denial, Embargo

163. Immune(2) (Adj.) That cannot be caught or be affected by a Susceptible, Exposed,

particular disease or illness (vizHkkfor) Vulnerable, Endangered

164. Casual(2) (Adj.) Not formal (vukSipkfjd) Formal, Planned, Official,

Ceremonial, Conventional

165. Established(2) (Adj.) Having existed at a place for a long time Displaced, Repositioned,

(LFkkfir] izfrf"Br) Relocated, Replaced

166. Intrinsic(2) (Adj.) Belonging to or part of the real nature of Extrinsic, Extraneous,

something/somebody (vkarfjd) Exterior, External

167. Incoherent(2) (Adj.) Unable to express yourself clearly, often Rational, Intelligible,

because of emotion (csesy) Coherent, Relevant

168. Prudent(2) (Adj.) Sensible and careful when you make Imprudent, Indiscreet,

judgements and decisions; avoiding Careless, Incautious

unnecessary risks (cqf¼eku)
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169. Propitious(2) (Adj.) Likely to produce a successful result (vuqdwy) Inauspicious, Sinister

170. Enigmatic(2) (Adj.) Mysterious and difficult to understand (jgL;iw.kZ) Comprehensible, Apparent

Straightforward, Obvious

171. Languid(2) (Adj.) Moving slowly in an attractive way, not needing Energetic, Vigorous, Lively,

energy or effort (lqLr) Dynamic

172. Infinite(2) (Adj.) Very great; impossible to measure (vuar) Evanescent, Limited,

Bounded, Finite

173. Terse(2) (Adj.) Using few words and often not seeming Polite, Verbose, Prolix,

polite or friendly (laf{kIr) Lengthy

174. Expel(2) (Verb) To officially make somebody leave a school or Accept, Absorb, Admit,

an organization (fudkyuk) Receive, Take in

175. Maverick(2) (Adj.) With unusual opinions (xSj&ijaijkoknh) Conventional, Conformist

176. Humane(2) (Adj.) Being kind towards people and animals by Barbaric, Cruel, Merciless,

making sure that they do not suffer more Ruthless

than is necessary (n;kyq gksuk)

177. Plausible(2) (Adj.) Reasonable and likely to be true (lR;kHkklh) Inconceivable, Implausible,

Un-likely

178. Veracity(2) (Noun) The quality of being true; the habit of Deceit, Myth, Deception,

telling the truth (lPpkbZ) Infidelity

179. Murky(2) (Adj.) Not clear; dark or dirty with mud or another Bright, Vivid, Glowing,

substance (/aq/yk lk) Resplendent, Shining

180. Optimist(2) (Noun) A person who always expects good things to Pessimist, Hopeless,

happen or things to be successful (vk'kkoknh) Doubtful

181. Mean(2) (Adj.) Of low quality belonging to lower class of Noble, Congenial, Ethical,

society (?kfV;k] fuEu Lrj dk) Elite

182. Obdurate(2) (Adj.) Refusing to change your mind or your actions Compassionate, Amenable,

in any way (ftíh gksuk) Docile, Yielding

183. Inception(2) (Noun) The start of an institution, an organization, etc. Conclusion, Termination,

(vkjaHk) Completion, Fulfilment

184. Perish(2) (Verb) To go through decomposition ([kRe gksuk) Thrive, Grow, Develop,

Restore

185. Shallow(2) (Adj.) Not having much distance between the top or Deep, Profound,

surface and the bottom (mFkyk) Unfathomable

186. Brief(2)  (Adj.) Lasting only a short time; short (laf{kIr) Lengthy, Recondite, Long

187. Dull(2) (Adj.) Not bright or shiny (/qa/yk) Bright, Luminous, Radiant

188. Scanty(2) (Adj.) Insufficient (vi;kZIr) Abundant, Profuse,

Adequate, Sufficient

189. Deplete(2) (Verb) To diminish in number or quantity ([kkyh djuk] Restore, Enrich, Augment,

de djuk) Increase

190. Annoy(2) (Verb) To make someone a little angry; irritate Soothe, Comfort, Please,

(ijs'kku djuk] lrkuk)

191. Assiduous(2) (Adj.) Diligent (ifjJeh) Idle, Slothful, Passive,

Inactive

192. Novel(2) (Adj.) Something new (u;k] uohu) Traditional, Orthodox
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193. Uncanny(2) (Adj.) Strange or mysterious; difficult or impossible Ordinary, Usual,

to explain (fofp=k] vykSfdd) Customary, Common

194. Integrate(2) (Verb) To join multiple things into one (,dhÑr djuk] Separate, Disintegrate,

tksM+uk) Detach

195. Testimony(2) (Noun) A thing that shows that something else exists Denial, Disproof, Rebuttal,

or is true (xokgh] lk{;) Refutation

196. Stormy(2) (Adj.) With strong winds and heavy rain or snow Serene, Tranquil, Calm,

(rwiQkuh) Mild

197. Impartial(2) (Adj.) Not supporting one person or group more Biased, Tendentious,

than another (fu"i{k) Partisan, Prejudiced

198. Mundane(2) (Adj.) Not interesting or exciting (lk/kj.k) Exceptional, Unreal, Bizarre

Strange, Special

199. Evident(2) (Adj.) Clear; easily seen (Li"V) Indistinct, Hidden, Secret,

Covert, Dubious, Obscure

200. Sturdy(2) (Adj.) Strong and not easily damaged (rxM+k) Delicate, Feeble, Fragile,

Frail
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